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1. Of course we are willing to suffer for Christ, yet do what you can to negotiate with 
police so we don’t have to be arrest. It’s costly and a lot of time. !

2. Use an audio or video camera when police come to you.!
1. Identify who you are talking too, date, time, and where you are.!

1. State his name on video-refer to them on film so you know who it was who 
was talking if you have to go to court!

2. New development, in three states it’s illegal to film officers on duty.!
3. In some states, only one party needs to know that you are recording. It can 

be hidden. Put it in your pocket and let it record. !
2. Sometimes police will behave better when they know they are going to be 

recorded. !
3. If they say to put it away, you have to politely but firmly say: No I can’t do that!
4. If they ask you why you want to record, say something like because I don’t want 

to misrepresent you or or have you misrepresent or falsely accuse me of 
something in court so for accuracy I am recording.!

5. Ask them, “why do you want me to put it away, are you planning to do something 
illegal?”!

6. Stay calm, cool and collective. Don’t be angry and get emotional. If all you are 
doing is exercising free speech and they are trying to stop you, you are right and 
they are wrong. Be respectful, confident, bold and firm.  The law is on your side 
and your demeanor can have a big impact on your situation. !

7. A police man just needs to threaten you for you to file a law suit against them. 
Police can be personally liable for their actions not just the department they work 
for.!

8. Appeal to Superiors, because some of low ranking officers come on the scene 
first,ask for their Supervisor or Higher Ups, they have to call them and have them 
come to the scene. !

9. Know what your rights are.!
1. You can be misinformed by the police because some of them do not know the 

laws about this. Knowing Supreme Court rulings are important and helpful to 
remind them about your rights. !

2. If someone calls on you, the police often sees you has the problem.!
10. Keep a copy of these Court cases and you can hand them to the Police to let 

them know you understand your rights and inform them on the rulings in this 
area (see below)!

11. When a police approaches you, ask “What is the problem?” !
1. If they say disturbing the peace or disorderly conduct !

1. #7 Hecklers do not have veto power over a speaker’s right of free 
speech  !
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2. and that “offensive” speech is protected by Constitution of U.S. of 1st 
Amendment !

! 12. Negotiate-sometimes the problem is volume. Some cities have ordinance !
! against amplifiers !
! ! 1. work with the Police and say, “Okay I will put bullhorn away.”!
! ! 2. Location might be problem, Don’t block flow of traffic!!
! 13. If conversation isn’t going well, Let officers know how serious the situation is, 
! “I know what my rights are…what you are telling me is illegal and a violation of !
! my rights and I will sue you…its a warning because I am concerned that you !
! don’t know how serious this situation is…I know that what I am doing is perfectly !
! legal…and you might be a family man and because this is a constitutional law !
! suit you is going to hurt you personally and financially…I don’t want to do this but 
! I am warning you what will go on…”!!
! 14. Speak specifics about the law, not opinions “what law am I breaking, Have I !
! don’t anything illegal”!
! 15. Ask “ so you are telling me, if I don’t leave, I will be arrested.” As soon as !
! there is a threat to arrest, there is a basis for a law suit. !
! 16. Avoid being arrested, you just need a threat of arrest to have a basis for law !
! suits. If you are Arrest, you have to clear your criminal charges first, this is long !
! time and financially !exhausting. If it’s just a threat to arrest, you can leave and !
! start a law suit immediately. !
! 17. I say, “I will leave if you are threatening with arrest, I have a few questions to !
! ! clarify.”!
! ! Ask on film “What law and I breaking”!
! ! State “You are saying you will arrest me if I don’t leave?”!
! 18. Don’t feel bad about leaving. “Flee persecution” If we can flee persecution !
! and keep preaching it’s better then be stuck in jail and not being able to preach. It 
! hinders preaching. Paul fled persecution and was dropped out in basket. Christ !
! said if they persecute go to another city.!
! 19. If they threaten arrest, contact Christian Lawyer.!
! 20. If you need too, you can go to the Police Station and go talk to Chief !
! 21. If not Contact local Media, News, Newspaper and create a public awareness !
! that freedoms are being violated, and upload videos on Youtube. !
! 22. Government is ordained by God for our good. Sometime a law suit it’s the !
! only way. But try to avoid it. People only make a single dollar for nominal ! !
! damages, the lawyers get pain, but you will obtain an injunctions that guarantees !
! police will not do that again. !
! 23. Law of the Land is still on our side.!
! 24. Acts 5:41 “and they departed from the presence of the council, rejoining that !
! they were counted worthy to suffer shame for His name. !! !!!



List of Rights and Legal Court Cases !
1. Street Preaching is protected by the Constitution of the United States. !!

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or !
prohibiting the free exercise of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; !

or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably!
to assemble, and to petition the Government for the redress of grievances.”!

United States Constitution!!
2. We have the right to pass out literature, to preach, and to display signs on public 
areas! !

Coates vs. Cincinnati 402 U.S. 611/!
Edwards vs. S. Carolina, 372 U.S. 299/!

Furr vs.Town of Swansea, F. Supp. 1543!!
3. We have the right to exercise our religion and to speak in all quintessential public 
forums. !

Frisby vs. Schultz, 487 U.S. 474/!
U.S. vs. Grace, 461U.S. 171, 176!!

4. We have a “guaranteed access” to streets, parks, and other “traditional public forum” 
and mere inconvenience to the government will not outweigh our free speech interests. !

Hague v. C.I.O. 307 U.S. 496!!
5. Our freedom of speech may not be prohibited merely because it offends some 
listeners.!

Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296/!
Simon & Shuster v. New York State Crime Victims Bd,!

502 U.S. 105/!
N.Y. Ties v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254!!

6. A city may not consider the listener’s reactions when permuting free speech activity.!
Forsyth County v. The National Movement, 505 U.S. 123!!

7. Hecklers do not have veto power over a speaker’s right of free speech but Police 
must control a crowd rather than arrest the speaker in order to maintain order.!!

Cox. vs. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 536!!
8. We have the right to be loud enough to be heard.!!

Saia vs. New York, 334 U.S. 1943!!
9. We have the right to be protected by law enforcement if the crowd is offended !!
by what we are preaching and becomes hostile.!



!
Hedges vs. W.C.U.S.D. No. 118, et al. 9F.3d 1295!!

10. Permits are not allowed to be used to restrict a speaker’s right of free ! ! !
expression and permits may not be used as a prior restraint on free speech.!!

Knuz v. New York, 340 U.S. 290!!
11. A free speech lawsuit is a Federal case and allows us to sue Policemen ! !
guard in their official capacity and as individual !!

Freedom Restoration Act, Title 42, Section 2000aa.!!
12. A free speech lawsuit will subject the Police and those involved to pay our ! !
damages and all our attorney fees. ! !

42 U.S.C. (ss*) 1983 and 1988!! !!!!!!!!! !


